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REMEMBER,
IT DIDN'T START WITH GAS CHAMBERS

IT STARTED WITH POLITICIANS DIVIDING THE PEOPLE WITH "US VS THEM." IT STARTED WITH INTOLERANCE & HATE SPEECH AND WHEN PEOPLE STOPPED CARING, BECAME DESENSITIZED MINDLESSLY OBEDIENT AND TURNED A BLIND EYE.

First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out--Because I was not a Socialist. Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out--Because I was not a Trade Unionist. Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out--Because I was not a Jew. Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.
~ Pastor Martin Niemöller

Republican Memes
“The alternate domination of one faction over another, sharpened by the spirit of revenge, natural to party dissension, which in different ages and countries has perpetrated the most horrid enormities, is itself a frightful despotism.” FDR

...as posted here for a very long time, there is an on-going slow or silent coup...our Republic is disappearing right before our very eye’s...the rule of law is being perverted by those very same people entrusted to protect it...remember when watching the little screen, those people were hired to sell you soap or cars...remember when reading “news” sites, they too are after ratings and advertising funds...everyone has a slant, everyone is working an agenda...there are a few things that matter, the Constitution, the rule of law and your powers of discernment, employing your critical thinking skills has never been more important,
if you are in an echo chamber step out of it and think on your own…what is right, what is humane and what is just matters, we are becoming a fascist state over night our republic and it’s democratic institutions are under attack as never before…..I stand for and with the Constitution, it is my spirit, my blood, my DNA as noted on pages here, if you are a republican/fascist you are no friend of mine or of our nation, I will not compromise!!!…

…there are those that disregard what I have to say for a variety of reasons…so…read this piece from Salon…it is a very important read, I hope you read it, think about it discuss it with others and come to a clearer understanding of what is happening to our Republic ..mindfulness, discernment, acceptance, compassion, the innate power within us all…

…02-14-2020…

…we have a fascist government that is running amuck, the headlines are coming in too fast to keep up…on 02-05-2020 the Senate gave away the keys to the kingdom and crowned a king who is above and beyond all law and is in fact lawless, we are loosing our Republic at a maniac pace…mc connell refuses to protect and secure the up coming election…thoughts and prayers America, thought and prayers…

Trump’s authoritarian assault on democracy continues: What lies ahead?

Fascism scholar Ruth Ben-Ghiat: If Trump wins again, America will be “ready for full-on authoritarian rule”

https://www.salon.com/2020/01/13/trumps-authoritarian-assault-on-democracy-continues-what-lies-ahead/

What comes next with Donald Trump in 2020 and the presidential election?

Exacerbation of the polarization. The goal is to leave people so confused about the truth that they are more and more dependent on Trump while also being increasingly disaffected. Trump may capitalize on some horrible event happening to the United States. Donald Trump has made some very scary declarations that the way to unite a country is through some catastrophe. Trump says that he hopes
such a horrible thing does not happen but that is the way a leader can unite the county. Donald Trump has stripped anti-terrorism programs of their resources. He has defunded many national security programs that combat terrorism. If a calamity took place, Donald Trump would use it to declare martial law or some type of ongoing national emergency.

Trump claims he has ‘legal right’ to intervene in criminal cases

President reasserts his right to tweet on judicial issues following William Barr’s warning the posts ‘make it impossible for me to do my job’


Thanks to The NY Times’ Peter Baker Trump admits he thinks he’s a king.

...a must read from the Daily Kos...mandatory even!...

Sanders Says GOP Budget Chair Won’t Hold Hearing on Trump Plan Because It Would Expose President as ‘Fraud That He Is’

“I mean, my goodness, Republicans understand we all have to bow down to our supreme leader, who is the president of the United States, and not criticize him.”
In a 13-page analysis (pdf) of Trump’s budget proposal released Tuesday, Sanders called the plan “deeply immoral”:

_The Trump Budget cuts the Social Security disability program by tens of billions of dollars. It cuts Medicare by about half a trillion dollars. It cuts Medicaid by nearly $1 trillion. And it uses the deficit—which Trump has increased through tax cuts for the wealthy and an unnecessary increase to the bloated Pentagon budget—as an excuse to slash programs for the most vulnerable people in America._

_At a time when nearly one in seven households with children are food insecure, the Trump Budget cuts $182 billion from SNAP, the food stamp program, and $2.5 billion from the nutrition program that provides nutrition assistance for pregnant women, new moms, and their babies. At a time when 45 million Americans hold a collective $1.6 trillion in student debt, the Trump Budget cuts $170 billion from college affordability programs._

_And at a time when the very planet is at risk due to climate change, the Trump Budget does nothing to prevent the oncoming disaster, cutting the EPA by 26 percent next year alone._

...have you read the article? then there should be no questions as to why I view fascist republicans an enemy of the State...in my view this is domestic terrorism because it effects every single one of us...Commondreams doesn’t do advertising, it relies on public donations which makes it a source for news that is in a class all it’s own, trustworthy...

**Mnuchin Admits Trump’s Budget Cuts Social Security Even as President Claims He Is ‘Not Touching’ the Program**

“When Steve Mnuchin or any other politician says that a ‘reduction in the rate of increase’ is different than a benefit cut, they are shamelessly lying.”

...I have been considered disabled since 1993, SSDI was my lifeline, now at 68 I am considered retired...this effects me directly as it does 10’s of millions of others throughout the country, Hey America, you are being robbed by fascist republicans...GET IT YET ???...
THEY WON, THE FASCISTS WON

After Trump Impeachment Acquittal, Dems to Largely End Investigations of President

“House Dems did literally the narrowest possible impeachment they could. The overwhelming majority of Trump’s corruption remains uninvestigated.”


“Dems are gonna ‘run on healthcare’ while letting Bill Barr turn the Justice Department into muscle for the Trump organization,” tweeted Atlantic staff writer Adam Serwer.

Dems are gonna “run on health care” while letting Bill Barr turn the Justice Department into muscle for the Trump organization https://t.co/IuhI0yTCie

— Adam Serwer (@AdamSerwer) February 16, 2020

“House Dems did literally the narrowest possible impeachment they could,” said Crooked Media’s Brian Beutler. “The overwhelming majority of Trump’s corruption remains uninvestigated. And they have now made the decision to normalize his dictatorial control over DOJ.”

…with almost 400 Bills passed by the House dead in the Senate and mc connell refusing to secure and protect the vote, the House “leadership” is going to move to kitchen table issues? WTF people’s…the house leadership is complicit in the silent coup of America and it’s Republic…Bang, you’re Dead…

‘Health care, health care, health care,’ and not Trump’s abuse of power, is House Democrats’ focus
never mind what is below here, it just ain’t gonna happen, it’s a pipe dream at best…america has been sold out…fly your american flags at half-staff

8 plus hours of Bernie from 2010, if you want to understand why this man must be our next president, watch all 8 plus hours

…what people don’t seem to understand about Bernie and democratic socialism is that it works and it works really well, it is known now as the Nordic Model…FDR’s Second Bill of Rights was the foundation for the Nordic Model…we need this in America so we can have a healthy and vibrant civilization, NOT what we have today…here is the World Happiness Report for 2019 so you can explore just what it means and how to get there…it is my hope that you read or download the report and spend some time seeing what it might mean for you and your family to have Senator Bernie Sanders as our next President…
The report in PDF form...

FDR’s 2nd Bill of Rights & Bernie’s Green New Deal

...my page on this to help you understand a wee-bit more…

‘The only uncertainty is how long we’ll last’: a worst case scenario for the climate in 2050


...yet another reason why we need Senator Sanders, the Green New Deal…the Guardian article is a damn good summation of where we are and is not shy about how it is stated, a must read...below is the only climate emergency page I am working on, it will provide clues as to why this is an emergency, I add to it seldom
because few people read what it contains, if you have read the Guardian article you will understand I am all about trying to get to the truth, truth is, we do not have until 2050…Jet Stream Anomalies + “Steve”+ Ice Melt

…these images have not been added to the link page but discussed there is the massive transfer of heat from south to north, highest record heat at Antarctica, highest January heat for Europe ever…you can watch it live using the link below, please learn how to use the Earth map so that you might understand a bit more about the climate emergency…

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/ocean/primary/waves/overlay=sea_surface_temp_anomaly/orthographic=240.64,-1.82,457/loc=179.632,-0.060

...click on any photo to make it larger…
Vice President Henry Wallace (left) with President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Our government today is of, by, and for the dominant corporations. Such private power dominating our government in so many reported ways was called “fascism” in 1938 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in a formal message to Congress. (Photo: Library of Congress)

“Democratic Socialism” – Bring it on Corporate Socialists!

Our government today is of, by, and for the dominant corporations

...by Ralph Nader...

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2020/02/15/democratic-socialism-bring-it-corporate-socialists

Some suggestions for Bernie and others to use in this upcoming back and forth on “democratic socialism” vs. “corporate socialism” of the super-rich corporations:

1. Go after the corporate socialists who have invited Wall Street and Big Business to socialize the means of government against the peoples’ necessities and freedoms. It is a government of, by, and for the dominant corporations. Such private power dominating our government in so many reported ways was called “fascism” in 1938 by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in a formal message to Congress. This is a fertile field for taking the offensive.

2. “Democratic socialism is a political force in countries like Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, the Netherlands, sometimes Canada, and others. In these places, it means all the people in those countries get their taxes returned in the form of improved livelihoods, economic security, and peace of mind. Democratic socialism means better pay, universal healthcare, pensions, daycare, family sick leave, vacations, tuition-free higher education, robust public transit and parks, and many other amenities backed by stronger unions, denied the American people in the “land of the free and home of the brave.” Since World War II, the European political movements were led by “social democratic” parties.
‘When the 99% Stand Together, We Can Transform Society’: More Than 11,000 Rally for Sanders in Colorado

“This is a campaign by the working class, of the working class, and for the working class,” Sanders told the crowd in Denver.

Kelly Canfield, a 57-year-old business analyst from Denver who attended the rally Sunday, told Burness he is heartened that Sanders’ progressive agenda has gone mainstream despite continued efforts to paint the senator’s candidacy and policy proposals as fringe.

“It’s about time,” Canfield said. “None of it is radical. To me, if the Democratic Party picks Bernie, it’s more like going home, to FDR, instead of running to the right like they have been. This is as American as apple pie.” …my bold…

Sanders Applauds New Medicare for All Study: Will Save Americans $450 Billion and Prevent 68,000 Unnecessary Deaths Every Year

Medicare for All will save Americans $450 billion and prevent 68,000 unnecessary deaths each and every year.

The study is the latest in a series of studies conducted over the past three decades that have found that guaranteeing universal health care through a single-payer health care system would not only dramatically improve the health and well-being of the American people, it would cost less than our current dysfunctional health care system that puts profits over people.

Last month, another medical journal found that 19 out of 22 studies done over the past 30 years concluded that moving to a Medicare for All, single-payer health care system would cost less than our current health care system in the first year, and all of the studies showed that it would cost less within a decade of implementation.